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Fm Launches Ai Teramoto Solo Exhibition “Our Eyes, The Light Source”
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November 15 , 2014 (Ebisu, Tokyo, Japan) ‒ On November 22 , Tokyo-based
contemporary art gallery Fm launches its third exhibition, “Our Eyes, The Light Source”, solo
exhibition by Ai Teramoto.
Following graduation in 2012 from Musashino Art University Dept. of Scenography, Space
and Fashion Design, Teramoto, one of the most prominent young artists, has continued
remarkable activities. She won the grand prix at “1̲WALL” in 2013, the annual grand prix at
“THE CHOICE” in 2014, and exhibited solo exhibition “PERMANENT CULTURES” at
GUARDIAN GARDEN and “SPORTS” at Lamp harajuku Gallery, and joined an exhibition,
“SHOWCASE” at ex-Daikanyama Loveria Annex.
Teramoto draws a figure with fashion she creates. She learned the fashion at the university,
and has created clothing and ornament reminiscent of ethnic costumes around the world
and. The motif is deformed and drawn in black and white. As a result, the shape and texture
is highlighted.
A figure in the artwork Teramoto creates has a distinctive eye. This is because Teramoto
believes our eyes are the light source of our creation. In fact, Teramoto interprets through
her eyes documents explaining a variety of clothing and ornament element, and
incorporates into her works.
In this exhibition, new works in addition to works Teramoto has created will be exhibited.
Please appreciate the fashionable and serene world in black and white.
About Ai Teram oto
Born in Tokyo (1990)
Graduated from Musashino Art University Depertment of
Scenography, Space and Fashion Design
Awards:
2014 31th “THE CHOICE” Annual award Grand prix
2013 9th Graphic “1-WALL” Grand prix
186th “THE CHOICE” prize (choiced by Hideyasu Moto)
Exhibition:
2014 Solo exhibition “Our Eyes, The Light Sourse” /Fm
SHOWCASE 2014/ ex-Daikanyama Loveria Annex
Solo exhibition “SPORTS“/ Lamp harajuku gallery
Solo exhibition “PERMANENT CULTURES” / GUARDIAN GARDEN
PRESSROOM Vol.1 / TERMINAL
2013 PORTRAIT / MEGUMI OGITA GALLERY

Teramoto
Solo exhibition “MEETING” / Sally Scott Omotesando
9th Graphic ”1̲WALL” Exhibition/ GUARDIAN
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About Fm
Fm is founded by Hirokazu Morita, a graduate of the business school at the University of
Chicago (MBA), and Masumi Sasaki, a gallerist who previously worked at Tokyo
Gallery+BTAP, the oldest contemporary art gallery in Japan.
Fmʼs mission is to create a society full of creativity, intelligence, and cultural education,
where people can be immersed in contemporary art on a daily basis.
As the first step, in 2014, we opened a gallery at Ebisu in Tokyo. To realize our mission, we
create an environment where more artists can flourish and grow into artists that go down in
history. In order to do so, we do not get bound by conventional practice and ideas, and
continue to pursue the way of being the next-generation gallery, utilizing technologies.
Additionally, in order to expand the possibility of our service to the U.S. and other countries,
we have a branch in Chicago and will actively provide such services in both Japan and the
U.S. in the foreseeable future.
For more info: http://galleryfm.com/en or http://blog.fminorgallery.com
Email: info@galleryfm.com

